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Notarization is a certification activity for legal behaviors、documents and 
deeds conducted by certain legally authorized mechanisms or professional. In 
Latin notary countries, notarization is one of the major assistant judicatory 
systems, which boasts the special function coordinating and protecting the civil 
economic order and stability of the society, as well as preventing disputes. China 
set up the notarization system in early 20th, which was an imitator of the civil law 
countries. However, the function of our notarization system has been playing a 
limit role as a certification format. Reinforcing the functions of our notarization 
system should be the most important task of the proceeding notarization system 
innovation in China. 
This paper includes four chapters altogether besides the preface and the 
conclusion: 
Chapter 1: Presents the academic analysis of historical evaluation of 
notarization  
This part introduces briefly the origins of notarization in Civil Law countries 
and in those countries that apply the Anglo-American Law system, analyses the 
social economic as well as legal background of notarization and the establishment 
of the specific social administration functions of notarization. 
Chapter 2: Discusses the definitions of notarization functions of the main 
civil law countries 
This part chiefly examines the notarization systems of some representative 
Latin notary countries such as France and Germany. Through a thorough analysis 
of characteristics of notarization and the legal status of notaries of different 
countries, the paper discusses the necessary functions the notarization system 
should have. 















problems in notarial practice of China 
This part rebuts the opinion that notarization has evolved from “middleman” 
in China, describes the disadvantages of Chinese notarization legislation and some 
problems in the present innovation, and investigates the main reasons of the 
departure of notarization functions in China.  
Chapter 4: Provides implications for designs of the notarization functions 
Makes suggestions in terms of legislation of notarization, explains the 
specific orientation, which the notarization innovation in China should pursue, 
and the importance of establishing statutory notarization policy in the field of real 
estate. This part also expounds some related issues such as the improvement of 
service reputation and establishment of notarization quality concepts. 
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